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Why is this holiday  
different from all the others?  
by Rabbi David-Seth Kirshner

Passover is a holiday that seems to connect with all types of Jewish people.  Whether 
one strives to keep as many commandments as possible or Judaism is more of a cultural 
connection, statistics show that most Jews observe Passover, share a festive Seder and eat 
matzah on this holiday.  What is it that causes most people to celebrate this holiday over the 
other pilgrimage festivals of Shavuot or Sukkot? 
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While I am not positive, I have a hypothesis as to why this is the case.  
Allow me to share some of these thoughts with you: 

Passover is a holiday, unlike many others, that encompasses every emotion 
and seems to land perfectly in the sweet spot of the Jewish calendar.  Only 
six months earlier we celebrate the high holidays with Rosh Hashanah and 
Yom Kippur.  This break in time seems to lend itself to some level of added 
engagement.  

Furthermore, Passover’s main entrée, so to speak, is the Seder, combining two 
things Jews do very well: ritual and food.  This meal, surrounded with songs, 
delightful menus rich with historical recipes of our ancestry and yesteryear’s 
culinary favorites make the meal a trip down memory lane – memories from 
the Exodus and from our grandmother’s home. 

Little jogs our memories like music.  A song can come on the radio and its tune 
can bring us way back to vivid memories.  The songs of the Seder and Passover 
do the same.  The four questions.  Dayeinu.  Had Gadya.  Echad Mi Yodeah.  These 
are all staples of our Seder experiences and each time we sing them we not only 
experience our current Seder, we experience the Seder of our childhood as well.  

The story of Passover is emblematic of our history; they tried to kill us, we 
survived so, let’s eat.  This narrative fits neatly into our wheel-house in ways 
that many other holidays do not.  Shavuot is difficult because it deals with the 
notion of doing then listening, Naasesh veNishmah.  Sukkot is about agriculture 
and harvesting.  Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur are about life and death and 
our future and past and soul searching.  But Passover is about a place where 
our destiny was concretized.  It is about our redemption from Egypt.  This 
time serves as an important and liminal moment on our shared history.  To 
prove that point, we mention it daily, weekly on Shabbat and each Kiddush 
remembers our redemption as the key point in our history.  Obviously, the 
moment commemorating this event adds significance to our holiday.  

The last reason might hold true for all holidays, but somehow rings more true 
on Passover.  This holiday seems to almost require family to be near.  Family 
and neighbors and loved ones are a critical ingredient to the Seder, the spirit of 
the holiday and even the remembrance done in the Yizkor towards the ends of 
the holiday of those that are no longer with us.  The holiday is made or broken 
by those we taste, sing and enjoy it with.  

So, there you have it.  A few reasons why Passover seems to stick out in its 
importance: Timing, singing, food, ritual, memory, narrative and family al 
seem to be the perfect blend to make this holiday stick out more than most.  I 
hope you use any or all of these reasons to make the most out of your holiday 
and enjoy it with your family and ours. 

Chag Sameach,

Rabbi David-Seth Kirshner

Why is this holiday different 
from all the others? 
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Have you ever questioned questioning?  In our American society, when people speak 
of questioning their faith, it’s seen as a negative.  But in Jewish tradition, questioning 
our faith is a positive, for we are a people founded not upon a catechism but upon 
interpretation of Torah, which is always multifaceted.  The Talmud itself is chock-full of 
questions like, “Why do we do a certain practice?”  “What’s your proof?”  “How do you 
respond to this argument?”  To ask provocative questions is to be engaged.  However, 
when some people, perhaps smart-aleck teenagers, ask provocative questions it might 
be seen as a rebellious act.  The difference lies in the tone of voice, which speaks to the 
questioner’s willingness to listen.  One may ask any question at all, so long as one is 
open to listening to the answer and taking it seriously.  Conversely, to ask a question 
without being open to the answer is not in the spirit of Jewish questioning.

I see this in the questions posed by the wise and wicked sons in the Haggadah.  The wise 
son asks, “What are the rules and statutes which the L-rd our G-d commanded you?”  
Here he is open to hearing an answer.  He’s genuinely curious.  He’s wise not because 
the question itself is sagacious but because he’s willing to listen.  Contrast this with the 
wicked son’s question, “What does this service mean to you?”  The tone of voice conveys 
“Why on earth are you doing this nonsense?”  He’s not open to a response.  He’s making 
a statement in the disguise of a question.  That’s why he’s “wicked.”  Maybe the better 
descriptor is “rebellious.”  If the tone of voice were, “What do you find meaningful about 
this service?” that changes everything, because that reveals an openness to receiving the 
answer and taking it seriously. Question away.  Encourage your kids to ask questions 
about Judaism not just at the Seder but all year long.  Teach them, however, that to ask a 
good question depends on being open to an answer too.  

Any questions?

Rabbi Aleex Freedman

A great deal of my time is spent working with our B’nai Mitzvah students as we help 
prepare them for this special milestone in their lives.  We know what an exciting time 
this is for the children and their families and we too shep much “nachas” from seeing 
each child shine when they have their day on the Bimah. 

While the children make it look so easy, there are many people at the Temple who put 
a great deal of thought and planning into the process and program that is in place 
today.  We realize that for our young Jewish men and women to stand on the Bimah 
and read from the Torah and chant their individual Haftarah entails much more than 
just learning the Trop.  Many of our B’nai Mitzvah students share their day with one of 
their peers, and this helps them learn how to work with others and show respect to their 
partner.  We also realize the importance of having our children learn the components 
of the service that are not specific to the Bar or Bat Mitzvah.  Kabbalat Shabbat and 
Shacharit (morning) services are taught in the early years of Religious School, and have 
prepared the students to be able to lead Friday night and Shabbat morning services 
prior to starting their B’nai Mitzvah preparations.  We want them to be proud of their 
heritage and to feel connected to their fellow Jews around the world.  We hope this 
experience and knowledge helps them feel at home in any synagogue as they embark on 
their lives as young Jewish adults.  

Soon we will celebrate the holidays of Passover and Israel Independence Day.  These 
holidays both symbolize the great miracles that G-d granted us, saving us from slavery 
and death.  I hope you will join us as we celebrate our rich history, redemption, freedom 
and commitment to our Jewish people past, present and future.  

Yours always,  
Cantor Israel Singer

Rabbi Alex Freedman  
Assistant Rabbi

The Quest for Quality Questions

Our Children, Our Future

a letteR fRom ouR AssisTANT RABBi

a letteR fRom ouR CANTOR

Cantor Israel Singer 
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B’NAi MiTzVAhs

Ella Jace Toback 

daughter of Karen and michael 
toback

sister of Cara

achrei mot 

May 7, 2016

Benjamin is a 7th grader at Tenafly Middle School where his favorite subjects are 
Math and Science. His favorite free time activities are baseball, soccer, and reading.

For his Kesher Olam, Benjamin volunteered for Challenger Baseball. Benjamin 
writes, “Becoming a Bar Mitzvah has given me a better understanding of the Jewish 
religion and teachings and how they relate to my life.  Over the past 1 ½ years my 
father and I have been reading the Bible.  This reinforced my learning and estab-
lished a connection for me with Jewish history.  I can’t wait to visit Israel.”

Benjamin Louis Rosen 

son of elise sue and bruce 
lawrence Rosen 

brother of Rebecca and hannah

shabbat parah shimini 

April 2, 2016

Cara is a 6th grader at The Elisabeth Morrow School where her favorite subjects 
are History, Art, Gym, Orchestra and Math. Her favorite free time activities are ice 
skating, soccer, tap dancing, and baking.

For her Kesher Olam, Cara sold jewelry for the financial aid fund for the Elisabeth 
Morrow Summer String Festival, which is a week-long music camp in August at 
her school. Cara writes, “Becoming a Bat Mitzvah is important to me because I am 
considered an adult in the Jewish community. I like the idea of the responsibility 
that comes with becoming a Bat Mitzvah like volunteering to help others, going to 
services and keeping the holidays with my family.”

Cara Jace Toback 

daughter of Karen and michael 
toback

sister of ella

achrei mot 

May 7, 2016

Arielle is a 7th grader at Norwood Public School where her favorite subjects are 
Music and Art. Her favorite free time activities are playing the piano, reading, 
swimming, and listening to music.

For her Kesher Olam, Arielle volunteered for the Rockleigh Jewish Home. Arielle 
writes, “Helping the elderly complete arts and crafts is meaningful because it gives 
them a chance to participate in something that may be difficult to do, but enjoy-
able at the same time. Older people always need someone to talk to so they enjoy it 
when someone helps them and listens to the stories of their past. Becoming a Bat 
Mitzvah is important because you learn that in life you will be faced with many 
challenges and it’s important to be ready for them. Reading from the Torah is not 
easy, but it can be accomplished if you are prepared. I have learned (from my Jewish 
education) that it is important to give to charity and help people whenever it’s pos-
sible. This will help me make important decisions in life as well as helping people 
in need.”

Arielle Ephrat 

daughter of tamar albert-ephrat 
and Roni ephrat 

sister of benjamin

shabbat parah shimini 

April 2, 2016

Ella is a 7th grader at The Elisabeth Morrow School where her favorite subjects are 
History and Music. Her favorite free time activities are playing guitar, electric bass, 
ukulele, and violin, playing squash, and listening to vinyl records.

For her Kesher Olam, Ella is raising money for the EMS Summer String Festival. 
Ella writes, “I have been going to this camp for eight years. It is a string camp where 
you can learn challenging music and meet people who play the same instrument. 
I want to raise money for my camp because I feel like every child who loves music 
deserves a chance to go.”
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Lorin Cook   

 

 
Wife of Jonathan

mom of peri, Jacob, mara, and 
sammy 
 
shabbat tazriah 

 April 9, 2016

Harlie is a 7th grader at Haworth Public School where her favorite subjects are Science, 
Music, and Gym. Her favorite free time activities are dance, piano, voice lessons, guitar, 
aerial yoga, softball, and summer camp.

For her Kesher Olam, Harlie is focusing her efforts on helping find a cure and raise 
awareness for Juvenile Arthritis by organizing a team for the Juvenile Arthritis Walk-
athon as well as hand-making soft blankets to be handed out to patients in the Pediatric 
Rheumatology Center at Hackensack Hospital, so that kids with arthritis can receive 
some comfort during their procedures, just as she received during her own procedures.  
In addition, she will be working with the Twin With a Survivor program to share her Bat 
Mitzvah with a Holocaust survivor, as well as share his story. Harlie writes, “My Kesher 
Olam is so meaningful to me because it is giving back to the community and it is help-
ing a cause that I experience and can relate to. I have Juvenile Arthritis, so I understand 
what the kids are going through when they are feeling sad or in a lot of pain.  I was 
given a special hand-made blanket during a procedure, and I have always kept it with 
me.  The blanket means a lot to me because I know someone out there cares about me, 
and I want to make blankets so I can make other children feel happy.  I want to share my 
Bat Mitzvah with a Twin With a Survivor because they didn’t have the chance to have a 
Bar/Bat Mitzvah and it is important to me to keep their story going from generation to 
generation.”

Harlie Amelia Epstein  

 

 
daughter of laurie and  
neil epstein

sister of isabelle

 
Rosh Chodesh iyyar 
 

May 8, 2016

Daniel is a 7th grader at Tenafly Middle School where his favorite subjects are sci-
ence, social studies, and chorus. His favorite free time activities are playing piano, 
video games, reading, drawing, skiing, building with Legos, and participating in 
Boy Scouts.

For his Kesher Olam, Daniel participated in fundraisers for Jewish organizations 
and volunteered at local organizations that work with children. Daniel writes, 
“My Jewish education connects me to my religion, culture, Israel and other Jews 
throughout the world. Being a Bar Mitzvah means I have to take responsibility 
for my own actions. As I study Haftora, Torah and prayers that I will recite, I am 
learning discipline, commitment and perseverance. All of these skills will help me 
become a better and more mature Jewish man.”

Lorin attended the seventh grade at Junior High School 194 in Queens, New York. 
She later graduated from Arizona State University and holds a Masters Degree 
from St. Johns University. She is a mom of 4 kids, and enjoys cooking, spinning, 
and charity work.

For her Kesher Olam, she volunteered for three days at the Food Network’s New 
York City Food and Wine Festival, organizing events and cooking with chefs to 
raise money for the New York City Food Bank. Lorin writes, “ It’s never too late 
in your life to step up to the Bimah and become a Bat Mitzvah! I have wanted to 
do this for so long, and I’m so happy that I am finally able to accomplish this very 
important milestone! “

Daniel Wolf  

 

 
son of Yael and david Wolf

 
Kedoshim 
 

May 14, 2016

Jolie is a 7th grader at Tenakill Middle School where her favorite subjects are Math 
and Language Arts. Her favorite free time activities are spending time with family 
and friends, drawing, and reading.

For her Kesher Olam, Jolie volunteered at the Jewish Home at Rockleigh. Jolie 
writes, “My Kesher Olam was meaningful because my great-grandmother stayed at 
the Jewish Home at Rockleigh for two months, so volunteering reminded me of the 
times I spent with her there.”

Jolie Lieberman   

 

 
daughter of lori and  
daniel lieberman

sister of Jessica and Jake

 
emor 
 

May 21, 2016
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B’NAi MiTzVAhs

Max Perlman 

son of lisa and daniel perlman

brother of Jack and sam

bamidbar 

June 11, 2016

Natalie is a 6th grader at Solomon Schecter Day School where her favorite subjects 
are Math, Science and Art. Her favorite free time activities are composing music, 
songs, and art.

For her Kesher Olam, Natalie raised money for Haiti Children, which she has been 
donating money to since she was eight years old. Natalie writes, “My Kesher Olam 
is so meaningful to me because it makes me happy that kids who do not have a lot 
in their lives can have a bit more. When the massive earthquake hit Haiti in 2010, I 
was devastated to know that more than 125 children became orphans. Every year I 
sell some of my toys and games to raise money for this organization that cares for 
these children. Now that I will soon be a Bat Mitzvah, I hope to keep this tradi-
tion and continue to raise money for these children who have many needs and no 
parents. I hope I can help these children smile.”

Natalie Janowski 

daughter of Jill and Joseph 
Janowski

sister of Jacob and Jordan

bechukotai 

June 4, 2016

Max is a 7th grader at Rodeph Sholom School where his favorite subjects are 
History and English. His favorite free time activities are baseball, football, making 
home videos with his brothers, watching and making movies, playing saxophone, 
and cross country.

Max writes, “Becoming a Bar Mitzvah is important to me because now that I can 
do things such as wear a Tallit, T’fillin, and read Torah from the Bimah, I feel like a 
bigger part of the Jewish community and can more fully participate in services.”

Brandon is a 7th grader at Tenafly Middle School where his favorite subjects are 
Math and Social Studies. His favorite free time activities are baseball and hockey.

For his Kesher Olam, Brandon was a buddy for the Tenafly Challenger Little 
League program, where he helped kids with special needs play the sport he loves. 
Brandon writes, “I became friendly with many of the kids while teaching them to 
field and hit. It made me happy that they got so excited to see me both on and off 
the field. What I learned from this project is that if you are a leader with passion 
and dedication, you can have a positive influence on other people. I hope to apply 
what I learned from this experience to my Bar Mitzvah and put hard work and 
dedication into my studies. I look forward to sharing this day with my family and 
friends.”

Brandon Sudnow 

son of Risa and michael sudnow

brother of Jordan

bamidbar 

June 11, 2016

Simon is a 7th grader at Norwood Public School where his favorite subjects are 
Science and Math. His favorite free time activities are wrestling, soccer, Boy Scouts, 
and playing trombone.

For his Kesher Olam, he is having a teen Spin-A-Thon at the Kaplen JCC on the 
Palisades. Simon writes, “The money raised will be donated to Camp Haverim, the 
Kaplen JCC’s camp for special needs children, specifically to enhance the end of 
camp carnival that brings so much joy to this great group of campers. For the past 
3 summers, I volunteered as a counselor at Camp Haverim. Working with these 
campers is rewarding for me because I am able to gain perspective on how to help 
people of all abilities. It also feels great to watch these campers have so much fun 
doing typical summer things. Becoming a Bar Mitzvah means I’m now a respon-
sible Jewish adult, which is what I’ve been working towards in all of my Jewish 
education.”

Simon Asher Yung 

son of Ruth and alan Yung

brother of heather

emor 

May 21, 2016
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Eli is a 7th grader at Horace Mann where his favorite subjects are Math and 
English. His favorite free time activities are playing guitar, listening to music, and 
playing ping pong, baseball, tennis, and water polo.

For his Kesher Olam, Eli volunteered as a Teen Assistant for Kitah Bet (2nd Grade) 
and Temple Emanu-El’s Religious School. Eli writes, “I am able to help teach the 
kids how to read Hebrew and say prayers while creating a happy and fun learning 
environment. In addition, last summer on the temple mission trip to Israel, one of 
the highlights was going to a food pantry and packaging food for needy families. 
This year I will continue this kind of work in New Jersey. I feel that my Jewish edu-
cation will be of value to me throughout my life because, as Cantor Singer has said 
during all those Saturday Shabbat services for the past 7 years, l’dor va’dor.  When 
I am older and have a family of my own I want to be able to teach my children the 
same Jewish values that I have learned so they can appreciate Judaism the way I 
now do.”

Eli James Scher 

son of ina and peter scher

brother of Johanna

nasso 

June 18, 2016

Johanna is a 6th grader at Horace Mann where her favorite subjects are History 
and Science. Her favorite free time activities are playing flute, singing, listening to 
music, crafts projects, cooking, basketball, and ping-pong.

For her Kesher Olam, Johanna went to food pantries in Israel, and plans to con-
tinue this work in New Jersey. Johanna writes, “In Hebrew School we spend a lot 
of time discussing how to make good and moral choices in life.  I think I will have 
many important choices to make as I get older and I feel that the Jewish values that 
I have learned have given me a solid foundation for making these decisions in a 
responsible way.”

Johanna Rose Scher 

daughter of ina and peter scher

sister of eli 

nasso 

June 18, 2016

Judah is a 7th grader at Tenafly Middle School where his favorite subjects is His-
tory. His favorite free time activities are video games, hiking, dogs, and playing 
guitar.

For his Kesher Olam, Judah raised money to help children with diabetes get the 
supplies they need in Israel. He is also working on a video to raise awareness of 
Type 1 diabetes. Judah writes, “My mitzvah project is to sell bracelets to raise 
money and awareness for Type 1 Diabetes.  The money will go to families in Israel 
that are in need of diabetic supplies and don’t have the resources to get them.  This 
is important to me because every day I think how hard it would be for me to live 
without my devices for my diabetes.  I am so thankful for all I have I want to make 
it easier for others.”

Judah Lanzkowsky 

son of debra and Jonathan 
lanzkowsky 

brother of hana 

August 8, 2016

In Israel
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Dale Bell on the death of her father, 
murray borenstein z”l

Ronni Brenner on the death of her 
mother, myrna meltzer z”l

Eleanor Epstein on the death of her 
husband, edward epstein z”l

Larry & Steven Epstein on the death of 
their father, edward epstein z”l

Ron Gold on the death of his father, 
abraram gold z”l

Jean Kaplen on the death of her son, 
alexander Kaplen z”l

Larry Kaplen on the death of his 
brother, alexander Kaplen z”l

Donald Kesselman on the death of his 
brother, burton Kesselman z”l

Asher Kornbluth on the death of his 
father, abraham Kornbluth z”l

Gary Langsam on the death of his 
father, harry langsam z”l

Alan Litt on the death of his father, 
irving litt z”l

Dorothy Litt on the death of her 
husband, irving litt z”l

Shlomit Makleff on the death of her 
father, abraham sitt z”l

Daniel Perlman on the death of his 
mother, myra perlman z”l

Tara Schlessinger on the death of her 
father, Jackie adrian z”l

Marie Wolpert on the death of her 
father, frances poniecki z”l

Inge Wolf on the death of her husband, 
paul Wolff z”l

Sharon Fried on the death of her uncle, 
Willie Zelovic z”1

Lloyd Sokoloff on the death of his 
father, murray sokoloff z”1

iN MEMORiAM 

TOdAh RABAh

The congregation wishes to thank the following families who have recently sponsored a Kiddush, an Oneg Shabbat and/or the 
Bimah flowers.

Temple Emanu-El Sisterhood for 
sponsoring the flowers and their 
donation to the Closter food pantry.

Temple Emanu-El Sisterhood in honor 
of sisterhood shabbat.

Roberta and Zvi Albert in honor of their 
daughter, samantha’s bat mitzvah.

Amelia Gold and Brian Benson in honor 
of their daughter, mikayla’s bat mitzvah.

Michele and Jason Goldberg in honor of 
their son, holden’s bat mitzvah.

Steffie and Andrew Gorenstein in honor 
of their daughter, tessa’s bat mitzvah.

Karen and Jeffrey Jacobson in honor 
of their children, danielle and Zachary’s 
b’nai mitzvah. 

Amy and Richard Lerner in honor of 
their son, benjamin’s bar mitzvah.

Elissa and Kenneth Miller in honor of 
their son, mason’s bar mitzvah.

Anna Burgansky and Edward Milman in 
honor of their daughter, elizabeth’s bat 
mitzvah.  

Rosalie and Ron Rosen on the aufruf 
and upcoming marriage of their son, 
Jared to gwen moskowitz.

Schachter Family in memory of harry 
schachter, z”l.

Helayne Simon in honor of izzy grille’s 
90th birthday. 

CONTRiBUTiONs 
TO OUR syNAgOgUE
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we record with sincere appreciation the fol lowing donations

ASSISTANT RABBI DISCRETIONARY 
FUND
Karen Colimore & henry Klein

gloria & edward nelson

in honor of Louann Reed receiving the shem 
tov award

 marlene & Jay erlebacher

in memory of Jaclyn Adrian 

 Jacqueline & Charles adrian

in memory of Murray Borenstein

 dale & allan bell

in memory of Edward Epstein

 nancy & larry epstein

in memory of Shaina Henna Genn

 myra & emanuel genn

in memory of George Hantgan

 Robert hantgan

in memory of Myrna Meltzer

 Ronnie & michael brenner

in memory of M’Nachem Mendel

 myra & emanuel genn

in memory of Paul Wolff 

 inge Wolff

CAMP RAMAH
in honor of Gloria & Wilson Aboudi’s 50th 
wedding anniversary

 pnina & meyer Kattan

in honor of Robert & Leslie Goldstein on 
the birth of their new daughter alexa Coral 
goldstein

 pnina & meyer Kattan

in honor of Debra & Nuriel Guedalia on the 
birth of their new granddaughter levana 
guedalia sulkin

 pnina & meyer Kattan

in honor of Rica Rabinowitz becoming 
simchat torah honoree

 pnina & meyer Kattan

in honor of Louann Reed receiving the shem 
tov award

 pnina & meyer Kattan

in honor of Susan & Chuck Silberman on the 
birth of their new granddaughter alexa Coral 
goldstein

 pnina & meyer Kattan

CAMPAIGN FOR THE NEXT 
GENERATION
Karen & gary singer

in memory of Bernard Genn

 myra & emanuel genn

in memory of Fannie Genn

 myra & emanuel genn

in memory of Chaim Herbst

 myra & emanuel genn

in memory of Sabina Herbst

 myra & emanuel genn

CANTOR DISCRETIONARY FUND
in honor of Katie & Jason Alster’s wedding

 shari & bram alster

in honor of  Alana Pavell’s bat mitzvah

 heather & Jeff pavell

in honor of Marissa Seldes’ bat mitzvah

 marla & Richard seldes

in memory of Edward Epstein

 nancy & larry epstein

in memory of Irving Litt 

 dorothy litt

in memory of Chana Anne Lubliner

 shirley & lawrence Rubin

in memory of Evelyn Pattner

 Reina & austin pattner

in memory of Menachem Singer

 gloria & edward nelson

 debra oremland & arthur sinensky

 heather & Jeff pavell

 barbara Zimmerman

in memory of Paul Wolff 

 inge Wolff

CHARITY FUND
in honor of Benjamin Nelson’s big birthday

Judith & martin lebson

in honor of Louann Reed receiving the shem 
tov award

Judy & ary benedek, elizabeth freilich 
and sarah & david benedek

in honor of Inge & Kurt Silberman’s 68th 
wedding anniversary

Judy, ary & elizabeth freilich and sarah & 
 david benedek

in memory of Helen Eisenberg

 Judith & martin lebson

in memory of Mollie Fatel

 Judith & martin lebson

in memory of Abraham Kornbluth

 Judith & martin lebson

in memory of Eva Lebson

 Judith & martin lebson

in memory of Irving Litt

 Judith & martin lebson

in memory of Myrna Meltzer

 Judith & martin lebson

in memory of Frances Poniecki

 Judith & martin lebson

in memory of Bernie Zimmerman

Judy & martin lebson

TEMPLE FUND
in honor of Jason & Katie Alster’s wedding

 Judy Wilson

in honor of Terri Benvenisty’s birthday

 paula ascher

in honor of Mikalya Benson’s bat mitzvah

 Carol Kopelman

in honor of Allison & Bruce Egert’s grandson 
noah emet egert

 ina & Ron glasberg

in honor of my children, Karen & Steve Farber 
and grandchildren, Molly and Jesse

 Rita farber

in honor of Ethan Isaac Freed’s bar mitzvah

 pearl & michael bergstein

in honor of Lauryn Fuld’s bat mitzvah

 beney & steven taubert

in honor of Izzy Grille’s special birthday 

 gloria & Wilson aboudi

in honor of Jordan Hecker’s bat mitzvah

 benay & steven taub

in honor of Jacob Janowski receiving the  
Youth shem tov award

 Ronnie & michael brenner

 sharon & Kenneth fried

in honor of Brian & Jessica Nacht’s wedding

Jan & daren silverstein

 Judy Wilson

in honor of Ross Nacht & Samantha Orshan’s 
engagement

Randi & greg Jeddis

Jan & daren silverstein

in honor of Ruth & Bruce Pomerantz’s 
daughter lara’s marriage

 debra & arthur sinensky

in honor of Rica Rabinowitz, simchat torah 
honoree

 melanie & barry Zingler

In honor of Cori Alyssa’s 
Bat Mitzvah
the bReindel familY  dECEMBER 15, 2015

In honor of the birth of our granddaughter 
Marlow Devin Harris
With love, debRa and Robin Klein  JUNE 17, 2014
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in honor of Louann Reed receiving the shem 
tov award

 gloria & Wilson aboudi

 diane blair

Ronnie & michael brenner

Judith & Robert Cook

 gayle & James eisenkraft

 sharon & Kenneth fried

 hilda & david lauria

 marla & bruce nagel   

 susan & Charles silberman

 fran & Joshua Weingast

 barbara Weisel

in honor of Omir Sagir

 leslie abramson

in honor of the marriage of our son Andrew 
Schwartz to Dana Friedman

 helene & lawrence schwartz

in memory of Annette Aarons

 Robin & steven Rogers

in memory of Irving Abramowitz

 pnina & meyer Kattan

in memory of Elaine Adler

 dorothy glantz

in memory of Jackie Adrian

 Robin & steven Rogers

 benay & steven taub

in memory of Alice Bank

 Kellie & paul gersh

in memory of Edythe Barron

 Judith & Robert Cook

in memory of Max Bell

 s ylvia Kaiser

in memory of Hilda Berney

 gail berney

in memory of Harry Blotner

 Jeanette & oswald Wolf

in memory of Murray Borenstein

 s hari & bram alster

 debra oremland & arthur sinensky

in memory of Harold J. Brensilber

 b arbara & paul brensilber

in memory of Eli Brodie

 lois brodie

in memory of Sari Browar

 m argaret browar

in memory of Morris Burakoff

 debra oremland & arthur sinensky

in memory of Belle Cohen

 elaine sydney

in memory of Jack Cohen

 marsha & paul Cohen

in memory of Samuel Davis

 marcia & theodore davis

in memory of Louis Davison

 steven davison

 sylvia englander

in memory of Frances Dayback

 marcia & theodore davis

in memory of Michael Eisemann

 bea eisemann

in memory of Lillie Englander

 sylvia englander

in memory of Helen Eisenberg

 Rita merendino

in memory of Edward Epstein

 shari & bram alster

 betty & Wayne faber

 mildred & seymour graye

 lynn & mark hirschorn

Carol Kopelman

Rita merendino

 arlenen & gary post

 amy thau

in memory of Alfred Ereki

 agnes ereki

in memory of Bernard Farber

 Karen & stephen farber

in memory of Constance Faber

 betty & Wayne faber

in memory of Sidney Faber

 betty & Wayne faber

in memory of Joy Fabrikant

 marcia & michael Kirsh

in memory of Gussie Feier

 olivia & norman lazarus

in memory of Isidor Feier

 olivia & norman lazarus

in memory of Milton Feier

 olivia & norman lazarus

in memory of Phillip Feuer

 Robin & scott feuer

in memory of Shirly Feuer

 toni lattimer

in memory of Carole Fleischman

 arleen & gary post

in memory of Sonia Freed

 hadassa freed

in memory of Gordon S. Freesman

 debra & steven freesman

in memory of Helen Fremont

 sari & Carl fremont

in memory of Ted Fremont

 sari & Carl fremont

in memory of Yigal Gafni

 debra oremland & arthur sinensky

in memory of Janice Garfunkel

 isabella & david garfunkel

in memory of Rose Gelberg

 lillian & murray handler

in memory of Yetta Geller

 susan gold

in memory of Francine Gillman

 bruce gillman

in memory of Lillian Glantz

 dorothy glantz

in memory of Louis Glantz

 dorothy glantz

in memory of Steven Glantz

 dorothy glantz

in memory of Abraham Gold

 debra oremland & arthur sinensky

in memory of Peter Gold

 susan gold

in memory of Shelley Goldberg

 marsha & paul Cohen

in memory of Selma Goldmaker

 Carol & matthew bailin

in memory of Ernie Goldschmidt

 ilene & andrew miller

in memory of Sylvia Gorelick

 arlene & Joseph taub

in memory of Benjamin Gordon

 Judith & Robert Cook

in memory of Rose Griff

 susan & Jack Khazzam

in memory of Diana Grossman

 susan & benjamin grossman

in memory of Jack Grossman

 sharon scherl & eric morgenstern

in memory of Harry Guedalia

 Rica & Jack Rabinowitz

in memory of Levana Guedalia

 pnina & meyer Kattan

in memory of Philip Handler

 lillian & murray handler

In honor of the birth of our grandson 
Aaron Nathaniel Kattan 
With love, pnina and meYeR Kattan  sEpTEMBER 9, 2014

In honor of the wedding of  
Jordie Slutsky and Jake Kattan 
With love, pnina and meYeR Kattan  NOVEMBER 1, 2014
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in memory of Hadassah Heussinger

 hadassa freed

in memory of Mark Heyman

 elizabeth & Jacob heyman

in memory of Margaret Hirschberg

 lori & shawn danziger

in memory of Sylvia Hodes

 mildred & seymour graye

in memory of Richard Holzer

 viviana & Robert holzer

in memory of Mary Jonas

 diane & daniel feit

in memory of Paul Jonas

 diane & daniel feit

in memory of Mendel Kahan

 heidi & lee Rigney

in memory of Jacob Kaiser

 sylvia Kaiser

in memory of Matt Kamenev

 florence & michael new

in memory of Eliyahu Khazzam

 susan & Jack Khazzam

 Caroline sion

in memory of Reuben Khazzam

 susan & Jack Khazzam

 Caroline sion

in memory of Saida Khazzam

 susan & Jack Khazzam

 Caroline sion

in memory of Erwin Kirschner

 debra & Jonathan lanzkowsky

in memory of Martha Kohn

 lenore damrauer

in memory of the Kozma Family

 agnes ereki

in memory of Philip Kramer

 edith & arnold spiegel

in memory of Harry Langsam

 leslie & mitchell perlmutter

Robin & steven Rogers

 benay & steven taub

 donna & evan Weintraub

in memory of Dorothy Lash

 allyson & steven lash

in memory of Ellen Laufer

 Judith & harvey marcus

in memory of Ephraim Leeman

 fran & & steven leeman

in memory of Murry Leiboff

 paul Reichenberg

in memory of Roslyn Leiboff

 paul Reichenberg

in memory of Bernard Levere

 david levere

in memory of Rose Levine

 edith levene

in memory of Mildred Leventhal

 Kathy & Richard leventhal

in memory of Murray Leventhal

 Kathy & Richard leventhal

in memory of Liza Lichtman

 sydelle & Jules lichtman

in memory of Rachel Lieberman

 Roslyn & herman lieberman

in memory of Abraham Lissauer

 theresa feldman

in memory of Rose Lissauer

 theresa feldman

in memory of Irving Litt

 gloria & Wilson aboudi

 adina gordon, nancy & mark gordon,

 miriam gordon and bruce medoff

Carol Kopelman

 shirley shapiro

 susan & Charles silberman

in memory of Sophie Litt

 dorothy litt

in memory of Maxwell L. Littman

 bernice & Robert littman

in memory of Henrietta London

 Joyce schulman

in memory of Kate Morrison Lopatin

 irene morrison

 Jacklyn morrison

in memory of Lori Luft

 debra oremland & arthur sinensky

in memory of Anita Markowitz

 Kellie & paul gersh

in memory of Ralph markowitz

 Kellie & paul gersh

in memory of Judah Marans

 debra oremland & arthur sinensky

in memory of Betty Matz

 donna & evan Weintraub

in memory of Myrna Meltzer

 gloria & Wilson aboudi

 pearl & michael bergstein

 sharon & Kenneth fried

 debra oremland & arthur sinensky

 stefanie & steven Rosner

 sari & daniel shlufman

in memory of Aaron Joseph Meltzer

 Rebeca vogel

in memory of Sam Mitchel

 sharon & Yale mitchel

in memory of Henry Nachamie

 dorothy glantz

in memory of Lisa Nachamie

 dorothy glantz

in memory of Sandy Nachamie

 dorothy glantz

in memory of Irma Neisloss

 Kathy & Richard leventhal

in memory of Chana Rivkah Nemeroff

 Reba herson

in memory of Nathan Nemeroff

 Reba herson

in memory of Edward Nightingale

 amy & david albalah

in memory of Mindy Nightingale

 amy & david albalah

in memory of Bernard Oremland

 debra oremland & arthur sinensky

in memory of Lena Orzak

 sydelle & Jules lichtman

in memory of Marvin Orzak

 sydelle & Jules lichtman

in memory of Abraham “Abbe” Pattner

 Reina & austin pattner

in memory of Mary Perlman

 stanley Ravett

in memory of Myra Perlman

 susan & daniel Zausner

in memory of Harold Pinsker

 Rosemarie & oscar tevelow

in memory of Frances Poniecki

 Robin & steven Rogers

in memory of Sonia Pinsker

 Rosemarie & oscar tevelow

in memory of Joseph Porwich

 Carol & elliot porwich

in memory of Roslyn Raskin

 susan & alan bendes

in memory of Bertha Ravinitzky

 amy & david albalah

in memory of Mary Reissman

 gloria & harvey Klein

In honor of the birth our granddaughter 
Stella James Klein
With love, debRa and Robin Klein  AUgUsT 20, 2015 

In honor of Benjamin Lerner’s 
Bar Mitzvah 
With love, mom, dad & sYdneY  JANUARy 23, 2016
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CONTRiBUTiONs

in memory of Berta Rosenberg

 Joanne & Robert hammer

in memory of Dora Rosenberg

 shelly Rosenberg

in memory of Sandy Rosenberg

 shelly, allison, andrew, melissa,

 scott & danielle Rosenberg

in memory of Shirley Rothman

 bernice Caspert

in memory of Eva Schneider

 Kellie & paul gersh

in memory of Suzanne Wexler Shafer

 david shafer

in memory of Jacob Shiff

 lorraine & gerald burstein

in memory of Jaques Siboni

 benay & steven taub

in memory of Herta Siesel

 sylvia sommers

in memory of Philip Silberhartz

 Rita merendino

in memory of Dorothy Singer

 susan & brad singer

in memory of Joseph Sion

 Caroline sion

in memory of Fred Sion

 Caroline sion

in memory of Abraham Sitt

 Robin & steven Rogers

in memory of Samuel Sloane

 darryl tucker & allan lieberman

in memory of Annette Sokoloff

 lynn applebaum & Joseph spivack

Ronnie & edward grossman

 the Kattan family

 susan & Jack Khazzam

 Rita merendino

in memory of Lillian Sternberg

 evelyn gray

in memory of Herb Surks

 audrey & Richard Winograd

in memory of Bob Sydney

 elaine sydney

in memory of Harold Tanin

 betty & paul dicker

in memory of Sylvia Taub

 arlene & Joseph taub

in memory of Bella Tevelow

 Rosemarie & oscar tevelow

in memory of Roger Tolins

 fran & Joshua Weingast

in memory of Goldie Tuchman

 susan tuchman & howard homonoff

in memory of Julius Weinberg

 dorothy glantz

in memory of Mark Weinberg

 lynn & mark hirschorn

in memory of Rae Weinberg

 dorothy glantz

in memory of Ruth Weinberg

 Joan Weinberg

in memory of Daniel Weingast

 marla & Jay Weingast

in memory of Samuel Weintraub

 benay & steven taub

in memory of Frank Weiss

 stacey & neil Weiss

in memory of Louis Weiss

 march & paul Whitman

in memory of Eugene Wexler

 david shafer

in memory of Anne Whitman

 Judy Wilson

in memory of Alan Whitman

 Judy Wilson

in memory of Edna Wintner

 andrea & edward milstein

in memory of Paul Wolff

 gloria & Wilson aboudi

 shirley shapiro

in memory of Lea Yellin

 loren & stanley Yellin

in memory of Joseph Zavadivker

 lynda & sheldon Kest

in memory of William Zelovic

 gloria & Wilson aboudi

JERRY FINK MEMORIAL FUND
in memory of Mildred Borowick

 diane fink

HERB VOGEL MEMORIAL FUND
in memory of Jack Concool

 marilyn & sam linder

in memory of Barbara Kallman

 marilyn & sam linder

in memory of Alexander Kaplen

 Rebeca vogel

in memory of Jana Meltzer

 Rebeca vogel

in memory of Samuel Meltzer

Rebeca vogel

KESHER FUND – COLLEGE VISITS
alyssa & lee bloom

Robin & steven epstein

Karen & stephen farber

Judith & arnie herrmann

Randi & michael Kollender

felice & alan popper

Robin & steven Rogers

elle & JoJo Rubach

debbie & hal satnick

andrea & neil strahl

fran & Joshua Weingast

donna & evan Weintraub

MENORAH FUND
marni & Kenny abramowitz

Ronit & marc arginteanu

lauri & Jeffrey bader

pearl & michael bergstein

Randy & howard breindel

shari & gary brooks

sharon & howard fox

toby & leon glazer

teddi & edward hunter

amy & lee igel

lisa & spencer Jesner

pnina & meyer Kattan

geri & harry perkal

louann & allan Reed

susan & Charles silberman

helayne simon

ellen & lloyd sokoloff

dana & golan Yehuda

melanie & barry Zingler

in honor of Noah Egert

 allison & bruce egert

PATRAKA SCHOOL FUND
in memory of George Hantgan

 myra & emanuel genn

in memory of Ben Rybak

 myra & emanuel genn

In honor of Sydney Lerner’s 
Bat Mitzvah
With love, mom, dad & benJamin  JANUARy 26, 2013   

In honor of Spencer Ross’s 
Bar Mitzvah
the bReindel familY  MAy 8, 2010
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in memory of Bernie Weinflash

 myra & emanuel genn

RACHEL MELANIE SCHACHTER 
EDUCATION & SCHOLARSHIP 
MEMORIAL FUND
in memory of Steven Fishbein

 leslie & eric fishbein

RABBI DISCRETIONARY FUND
Roberta hantgan

noah lash

barbara & michael lissner

Wendy & alan nacht

debra oremland & arthur sinensky

shirley shapiro

gayl & samuel suede

in honor of Jason & Katie Alster’s wedding

 shari & bram alster

in honor of the wedding of Gillian Balsam & 
Brian Schurko

 lisa & bruce balsam

in honor of Mason Miller’s bat mitzvah

 elissa & Kenneth miller

in honor of the bat mitzvah of Alana Pavell

 heather & Jeff pavell

in honor of Jason Pillet & Sarah Howell’s 
aufruf

 Caren & gene pillet

in honor of Louann Reed receiving the shem 
tov award

 elisa & Jeffrey schwartz

in honor of Marissa Seldes bat mitzvah

 marla & Richard seldes

in honor of Ryder Wolper’s first hanukkah

 edith ginsberg

in honor of Alivia Yamin

 sherry shulman

in memory of Murray Borenstein

 sharon & howard fox

in memory of Edward Epstein 

 eleanor epstein

 nancy & larry epstein

in memory of Cole Genn

 myra & emanuel genn

in memory of Rabbi Arthur Hertzberg

 gloria & edward nelson

in memory of Alexander Kaplen

 lawrence Kaplen

in memory of Genn Lesser

 myra & emanuel genn

in memory of Myrna Meltzer
 Ronnie & michael brenner 
in memory of Evelyn Pattner 

 Reina & austin pattner

in memory of Paul Wolff 

 inge Wolff

RABBI HERTZBERG LIBRARY FUND 
in memory of Helen Concool

 marilyn & sam linder

in memory of Fanny Gendelman

 bernice & seymour gendelman

in memory of Nechama Herzberg 

 phyllis herztberg

in memory of Zelda Moraine 

 phyllis hertzberg

SISTERHOOD
in memory of Paul Wolff 
 inge Wolff

 

 

 

 

In honor of Emily Spindel’s 
Bat Mitzvah 
love, mom, dad & ZaCheRY  dECEMBER 5, 2015

In honor of Zachary Spindel’s 
Bar Mitzvah
love, mom, dad & emilY  dECEMBER 5, 2015
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the seder plate
preparing the seder plate requires attention. the special foods we eat on passover are also food for thought. 

every item on the seder plate abounds with meaning and allusion. the seder plate has six items on it, arranged  

in a special order. the plate is placed on top of the covering of the three matzot and is placed in front of  

the head of the household. the foods of the seder plate are listed below, with the reason each one is included,  

the method for preparing it, and its role in the seder meal. 

The shank Bone a piece of roasted 

meat represents the lamb that was the  

special sacrifice on the eve of the 

exodus from egypt, and annually on 

the afternoon before passover, in the  

holy temple. 

The Egg a hard-boiled egg represents 

the holiday offering brought in the  

days of the holy temple. the meat of 

this animal constituted the main part  

of the passover meal. a popular way of 

eating these eggs is to chop and mix 

them with the salt water which is set 

on the table. the eggs prepared this 

way are then served as an appetizer.

The Bitter herbs bitter herbs (maror) 

remind us of the bitterness of the  

slavery of our forefathers in egypt. 

freshly grated horseradish, romaine 

lettuce, and endive are the most 

common choices. 

Charoset a mixture of apples, nuts 

and wine which resembles the mortar  

and brick made by the Jews when 

they toiled for pharaoh. preparation: 

shell walnuts and peel apples and 

chop finely. mix together and  

add a small amount of wine. 

The Vegetable a non-bitter root 

vegetable alludes to the back-breaking  

work of the Jews as slaves. the 

hebrew letters of karpas can be 

arranged to spell “perach samech”. 

perach means backbreaking work 

and samech is numerically equivalent 

to 60, referring to the 60 myriads 

(10,000), equaling 600,000, which 

was the number of Jewish males over 

20 years of age who were enslaved in 

egypt. 

The Lettuce the lettuce symbolizes 

the bitter enslavement of our fathers 

in egypt. the leaves of romaine lettuce 

are not bitter, but the stem, when left 

to grow in the ground, turns hard and 

bitter.

ThE fOOds Of ThE sEdER pLATE

second night seder 
Registration
Saturday April 23rd at 6:00 pm 

$68 adult 

$36 a child (4 years old and over) 

 

please register by visiting www.templeemanu-el.com/secondnightseder

Rsvp by april 15th.
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passover schedule
Thursday, April 21st
sale of Chametz form due
search for Chametz after 8:26 pm

friday, April 22nd 
First Night Seder
Fast of the First Born
morning service & siyyum 
breakfast 6:30 am
eat Chametz until 10:38 am
burning Chametz by 11:46 am
light Candles* 7:25 pm

saturday, April 23rd 
1st Day of Passover
morning service 9:00 am
evening service 5:30 pm
2nd night seder 6:00 pm
light Candles* 8:29 pm

sunday, April 24th 
1st Day of Omer
morning service 9:00 am
havdalah 8:30 pm

Monday, April 25th
2nd Day of Omer
minyan 7:00 pm

Tuesday, April 26th 
3rd Day of Omer
minyan 7:00 pm

wednesday, April 27th
4th Day of Omer 
minyan 7:30 am
minyan 7:00 pm

Thursday, April 28th
5th Day of Omer
light Candle 7:31 pm 
minyan 7:00 pm

friday, April 29th 
6th Day of Omer
services 9:00 am 
Kabbalat shabbat 7:00 pm 
light Candles 7:32 pm 
 
saturday, April 30th
7th Day of Omer
men’s Club shabbat 
Yizkor service 9:00 am 
passover ends 8:37 pm

*if you plan to attend services and/or  
a seder away from home, light candles  
before leaving home or light at the seder.

Chametz sale 
because the sale of Chametz involves many technicalities, it is customary 

for the clergy of the congregation to act as the agent for all who wish to sell 

their Chametz. if you own Chametz in several places (e.g. your home, summer 

home and/or business), fill in all addresses. everyone who prepares a home for 

passover should arrange for the sale of their Chametz. use the form below to 

authorize Rabbi david-seth Kirshner to sell Chametz in your possession on your 

behalf and submit it no later than Thursday, April 21st.

  i hearby give permission to Rabbi david-seth Kirshner to act as my agent 

and sell all Chametz, mixtures and objects containing Chametz. as my agent, 

he should arrange for this sale prior to 10:30am on friday, April 22nd in 

accordance with Jewish law and custom. i have placed my Chametz and  

mixtures containing Chametz in specifically designated storage within my 

home, which is located at:

 name _________________________________________________________

 address ________________________________________________________

 City _____________________________ state__________ Zip__________

 signature ________________________________ date_________________

  it is customary to make a donation for maot Chittim (passover tzedakah) 

at this time. this will pay for matzah and wine for a family that cannot  

afford during the holiday and for families in need. $________  

Please submit a separate check, made payable to Temple Emanu-El for this effort
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israeli movie festival featuring  
Above and Beyond

April 14th 
Two Viewings! 11:00 am and 7:30 pm   |   popcorn and light nosh will be served

Would you risk everything - your future, your citizenship, even your life - to help a brother in 

need?

in 1948, just three years after the liberation of nazi death camps, a group of Jewish american 

pilots answered a call for help. in secret and at great personal risk, they smuggled planes out 

of the u.s., trained behind the iron Curtain in Czechoslovakia and flew for israel in its War of 

independence. as members of machal – “volunteers from abroad” – this ragtag band of brothers 

not only turned the tide of the war; they also embarked on personal journeys of discovery and 

renewed Jewish pride.  above and beYond is their story. 

save the date 

new and Young  
family bbQ
at Rabbi and dori Kirshner’s home.  

sunday, June 5, Time TBd 

Join us for an afternoon of delicious food,  

great company, pony rides and more!!  

scholar in Residence:  
noam Zion
friday, April 8th - saturday, April 9th
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flowers for passover

Order flowers for your holiday Table from sisterhood

for more information contact: stacey faske 201.390.4220 or faskefive@gmail.com

place order by Apri 18th

email: faskefive@gmail.com 

mail: sisterhood of temple emanu-el 

180 piermont Rd, Closter, nJ 07624  

fax: (201) 750-1894

Your name: _________________________________________________

address:____________________________________________________

phone: __________________ email:_____________________________

 i am ordering for my home

 (Delivery will be to the address above, Bergen County only)

 i am sending the flowers to:  

 (Delivery in Bergen County only)

Your name_________________________________________________

address____________________________________________________

phone __________________ email_____________________________

note to include_____________________________________________

please choose:   

A$85 large tall           

B $70 large 6x6 square

C $70 oblong

d $60 small square 5x5

 
please make checks payable to sisterhood of temple emanu-el. all orders must be placed 

and pre-paid by april 18th. delivery charges included. pictured flowers are representation  

of size and arrangement. actual flowers are based on availability. if you would  

like to place more than one order, please make multiple copies of this ad.

A

B

C

d

sisTERhOOd
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sisterhood Meetings 
april 4th June 6th 
may 2nd 
 
minyan at 7:00pm. meeting to follow

 
women’s study group 
w/ Rabbi Kirshner 
10:30am on fridays 
at temple emanu-el 
 
april 8th may 6th 
 
all Classes Will begin 
pRomptlY at 10:30am

 
sisterhood Movie Event 
sunday, april 14th  
at 11:00am and 7:30pm 
movie: above and beyond 
popcorn and light nosh will be served 
$18 per person 
free admission for students

 
sisterhood Annual Torah  
fund Musicale
Honoring Stefanie Rosner 
thursday, may 12th @ 7:30pm

sisTERhOOd EVENTs

sisTERhOOd

sisterhood tennis outing
Tuesday, May 17th
Alpine Country Club 180 anderson Road, demarest, nJ
 
9:00am Registration    •    9:30am Tennis Begins    •    12:00pm Lunch
 
Rsvp with payment by may 6th

RsVp by email to Jill, Tara or Karen and send payment to Temple Office by May 6th
 
event Co-Chairs: Jill Besnoy at mothergus@aol.com
Tara Belous at tarabelous@gmail.com or Karen farber at kfarber33@gmail.com
 
tennis & lunch: $100  |  lunch only: $40 
Please make checks payable to Sisterhood of Temple Emanu-El and write “Tennis Outing” in memo line

name ______________________________________________________

e-mail ______________________________________________________   phone ____________________________

total amount enclosed $ ________________    please check level of play: intermediate ______ advanced ______
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MEN’s 
CLUB

 
Men’s Club meetings will be on  
April 5 June 7 
May 3 
 
Minyan at 7:00 pm. Meeting to follow.

All are welcome!

Minyan on the Mountain 
May 22nd, 9:00am

 

Meet at the bridge on 9W in  

Alpine, NJ

For more information, contact 
Steve Sachs at 718.483.3391 or 
ssachs@gilbaneco.com

MEN’s CLUB MEETiNgs

men’s Club shabbat
April 30th at 9:00 am 
 
all parts of the service are available:  

english readings, hebrew prayers, aliyot,  

ark openings and torah readings. 

 

to participate, please contact  

Alan yung at aiy@me.com
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MEN’s CLUB
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UpCOMiNg EVENTs
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Kim Carbaugh    
at 201.750.9997
carbaugh@templeemanu-el.com

Temple Emanu-El  
NewsletterTEN

To advertise in the TEN please contact
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To advertise in the TEN please contact
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Since 1957 Owens Group has provided clients with quality insurance 
products and caring, professional service. We are a family business 
and see our staff, clients and community as an extension of our family. 
Our knowledgeable team of advisors is dedicated to providing 
individual, family and corporate clients with creative and carefully 
tailored insurance solutions. 

PEOPLE 
PROTECTING
PEOPLE

©2013 Owens Group. All rights reserved.

owensgroup.com 1.800.26.COVER   |   Englewood Cli�s, NJ 

Insurance
For more information contact: 
Denise Kligman  |  dkligman@owensgroup.com
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